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Enjoy Some Fun in the Sun at the
2009 October MCA Convention!
Save The Date!

Maryland Chiropractic Association’s 2009 Fall Convention and
Continuing Education Forum
Oct. 2-4, 2009
Clarion Resort Fontainebleau Hotel
Ocean City, Md.
Up to 15 of Hours Continuing Education
It’s not too early to start planning for the MCA’s Fall Convention. This year, from
October 2 through 4, the MCA will be headquartered on the beach at the Clarion Resort
Fontainebleau Hotel in Ocean City, Md. You’ll enjoy the sun and the surf (the surf
temperature is at its warmest of the year) and have the opportunity to attend the best in Continuing Education.
A membership luncheon will be held on Saturday, October 3 where you will be updated on the latest news that affects your practice and the
MCA’s efforts on your behalf. This is a great opportunity to meet the MCA officers and board members.
Other activities include a cocktail and networking reception with chiropractic suppliers and supporters exhibiting at the convention, and
Alumni Night, where several alma maters of our members will be hosting parties in poolside cabanas.
Some of the continuing education seminars that will be offered include: a Medicare presentation by Highmark, “Chiropractical Rehab – Active
Wellness” presented by John Hyland, DC, “Effect of Pes Planus on Sports Performance” by Robert Kuhn, DC, and “Prevention and Rehab
of Shoulder/Throwing Injuries” by J.C. Carter, DC.
The complete line-up of seminars and presenters will be finalized soon, as well as
registration details. Reservations for the Fontainebleau Hotel can be made now by
calling 800-638-2100. Make sure to mention the MCA to get the best rate.
The 2009 Fall Convention brochure will arrive in your mail box soon.

THIS JUST IN
The ICA Best Practices and
Practice Guidelines Accepted by National
Guideline Clearinghouse.
Go to page 8 to read this article.

Welcome New Members
ACTIVE MEMBERS
Paul Abosh, DC
Baltimore, Md.

Sue Ellen Podmijersky
Baltimore, Md.

STUDENT MEMBERS
Tiffany Milan
Seneca Falls, N.Y.

Maryland Chiropractic Association
720 Light Street
Baltimore, MD 21230
410-625-1155
FAX: 410-752-8295
E-MAIL: MCA@assnhqtrs.com
www.MarylandChiro.com

President’s Update
Richard Schmitt, DC

Your Future is Being
Decided for You

EXECUTIVE BOARD
Officers

Richard Schmitt, DC
President

Alan Sokoloff, DC
1st Vice President

Steve Wander, DC
2nd Vice President

Adam Fidel, DC
Secretary

John DeMaio, DC
Treasurer

Donald W. Hirsh, DC
Past President

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ACA Delegate

Audie G. Klingler, DC

ICA Delegate

Eric Huntington, DC

Directors At Large

Tom Chaney, DC
Jay Greenstein, DC
James LeVan, DC
Howard Lewis, DC
Norman Spector, DC

District Directors
Baltimore - Paul Henry, DC
Central Maryland - Brian Morrison, DC
Eastern Shore - Joanne Bushman, DC
Metro Washington - Nicole Ganz, DC
South Central - Ronda Sharman, DC

Nationalized health care is coming. Medicare and Social Security were unsustainable
with only a few years to go before they would have been bankrupt, and that was before
the economic collapse, government bailout and runaway spending. If President Obama
and congress get their way, and there’s no reason to believe they won’t, a government run
health care program will become a reality. I’m not debating the moral or economic need
for such a plan; I know there is good reason for all Americans to have coverage. I just
want to point out the impact it will likely have on our profession. I’m sure our elected
officials would rather not push us deeper into debt but they want National coverage just
the same. How much they appreciate the value of chiropractic will ultimately determine if
we’re included in the plan.
If they read the recently released findings of the Office of the Inspector General, they’ll
conclude that Medicare inappropriately paid $178 million in chiropractic claims for
services considered maintenance therapy, miscoded or undocumented. We have reason
to be concerned if this is all they know about us. Our national associations are thankfully
working together and doing what they can but that will not be enough if we’re not all
doing our part. This may be the event that we look back upon and wonder how it all went
to hell. Simply because I’m a member of both national associations, I support their
efforts. Like you, I pay dues to the MCA but I also contribute my time and ability.
I’d like to make a request of you, the most important request since becoming the
President of the MCA. Join a National Association now. Each has a Web site that will
allow you to sign up. They also have programs that will allow you and your patients to
easily send emails to your elected officials. I’m not asking you to march on Washington
D.C., I’m just asking you to support those who do and to make your voice heard by the
people who will make the decisions about our future.
I’m no fortuneteller and you know that I’m no pessimist. I think we will survive this but
only because we are not ordinary people. If we were we’d be MDs. If there was ever a
time for you to act as a member of this profession, that time is now. Go to your computer,
sign up and get involved. When I look back on this time I know that I will not regret my
contribution, no matter how it turns out. I hope for all our sake that you will feel the
same way.

Western Maryland - Eric Jones, DC

STAFF
Thomas C. Shaner, CAE
Executive Director
Tim McKenna
Associate Executive Director
Monica Shaner
Financial Manager
Erika Williams
Director of Communications

Molly Baldwin
Communications Assistant
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Dr. Richard Schmitt

MCA News and Notes
Personal Injury Subcommittee
Chair Needed

The MCA insurance committee is looking to fill the PI
subcommittee chair position. This position requires approximately 2-5 hours of work per month. Responsibility includes
working with the committee and membership to identify and
tackle problems in the PI reimbursement realm. This position
will help both the membership and the sub-committee chair in
resolving issues and assisting not only the membership but their
own practice.

Thanks to
MCA Supporters
MCA has a Supporting Membership category for suppliers of goods
and services. We encourage you to consider the following 2009
Supporting Members when making purchases. Support those that
support YOU!

Alternative Medicine Integration
Linda R. Eldridge
847-433-9947
Anabolic Laboratories, Inc.
Bryan Miller
410-296-7574
CaerVision
Roger Smith, D.C.
888-841-2237

Partners
Pavillion

Saluting MCA’s 2009 Partners!

Gold Partner

Alternative Medicine Integration
www.alternativemedicineint.com
Silver Partner

Medical Claims Management, Inc.
Victoria Baublitz
410-879-9013

Anabolic Laboratories, Inc.
www.anaboliclabs.com

Nutri-West Mid Atlantic
Nadine Carrick
302-478-5090

Bronze Partner

Plymouth Bell Laboratories
Marc Cienkowski
215-646-8436

Nutri-West Mid Atlantic
www.nutriwest.com/distrib/index.htm
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The Five Chiropractors
You Meet in Heaven
By Robert Frieman, DC

Back in 2004, journalist-turned-novelist Mitch Albom’s debut
work of fiction, “The 5 People You Meet in Heaven,” made
publishing history. This short, satisfying book became the best
selling first novel in history, lingering for 95 weeks on the New
York Times best-seller list. It’s the story of an everyday man
who’s killed in an accident in a life many would consider
unremarkable. But through dialogues with five other souls in
heaven he comes to realize how much his seemingly
insignificant life actually meant to those it intersected with.
I mention this novel today because more than any other work I’ve
ever read — and apparently more than any other work in history
— “The 5 People You Meet in Heaven” changes the way those
who read it feel about the impact their lives have on the lives of
others. The book is about redemption of a type, and the positive
impact that even those who may feel ordinary or ineffectual can
have on the people who enter and exit their respective circles of
life. I think this is an important message for chiropractors to hear,
for as a consultant to the profession, I hear a variation of this same
question from many of my contemporaries: “How do I know if
I’m a good chiropractor or not?” To answer this question, ask the
five chiropractors you’ll meet in heaven.
The first will no doubt be Socrates himself. Though not a
chiropractor in the literal sense, as the father of “doctorhood,”
I believe he will be there at the end of this mortal life to take a
special interest in healers of all types. And he’ll ask each of us:
“Did you do your very best to help each person under your care
in any and all ways that you could, to the fullest extent in your
power?” Not patient, person. Each soul who comes to your office
is a multi-faceted individual with a unique set of wants, needs and
quirks. They are not simply a set of therapeutic problems to be
solved, or a group of medical conditions to be treated or healed.
Your solemn duty, as a doctor, is to help each person you see
achieve optimum health. The whole person not just their spine or
their joints. If that day of reckoning with the father of medicine
were today, how would you answer his question?
The second chiropractor you’ll meet in heaven is either D.D. or
B.J. Palmer. Whichever one greets you first will ask you, as a
practicing chiropractor: “Were you always faithful to the
mind-body connection?” The cardinal rule of chiropractic is that
the body heals from above, down and from the inside, out. Both
the Good Drs. Palmer taught us that the way to optimum health is
in restoring the body’s state and function to as close as possible
to the natural. Do you always keep foremost in your mind that
human beings are self-regulating mechanisms that need no help to
flourish, just no interference? When you meet D.D. and B.J., will
you be able to assure them that your approach to patient care was
one that emphasized not only natural normalization of the spine,
frame, and joints — but the centering of the mind, the affirmation
of the soul, and the nurturing of the person as a whole?
The third chiropractor you’ll meet in heaven is your mentor — the
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doctor that most influenced you to become a DC yourself. The
care, guidance, and time that he or she gave you was their
earnest investment in the future of healing. And the question
they’ll ask you is this: “Did my investment in you pay dividends
to the science of chiropractic?” You are your mentor’s legacy, his
or her manifestation in the present and future. You’re also the next
link in the century-plus chiropractic chain. Would he or she be
proud of you, and with what you did with their profession? Did
you do anything to build upon what your mentor gave you?
The fourth chiropractor you’ll meet in the hereafter is an amalgam
— an abstract combination of every other doctor of chiropractic
you know. These are the professional contemporaries that you talk
to, and talk about, in the course of practice. Here’s what they’ll ask
you: “Did you do everything you could to help us to be colleagues
united in successful healing — or did you see us only as
competitors to be bested?” Now that you are in heaven, do you
have any regrets about how you treated your fellow chiropractors?
Could you have done more to help the profession grow, and not
simply grown your own practice?
There’s one more doctor of chiropractic you’ll meet in the Great
Reward — but it isn’t for a while yet, most likely. You sit and wait
for what seems like just a few hours. But when the fifth
chiropractor you’ll meet in heaven looms into view, you can tell by
his or her face that it’s been 20 or 30 years. It’s someone you know
well: The DC you inspired to take up practice. You may have mentored this person intensively, you may have partnered in practice
with this person for decades, or you may have merely said or done
something in the long ago that stirred them to a new direction in
life that ended with a life in chiropractic. You may even have given
birth to this person. As the doctor walks up and embraces you,
their entire life passes into your consciousness in an instant — you
see it all, from the moment you met to the moment of their death.
And here’s the question you hear in your ear: “Did I make you
proud — and did I do my part to heal faithfully to our profession?”
One day, we’ll all reach our own end on this Earth — and with
hope, will all meet again with those who have impacted our lives
in whatever version of heaven we believe in. But whatever each of
us believes heaven to be, or even if some of us don’t necessarily
believe in any typical conception of “heaven,” it’s still important
that we think about how we’d measure up in the eyes of the five
healers I’ve talked about here. Thinking about what you’d say to
them, and what they’d say to you, is how you’ll find your own
answer to the question, “Am I a good chiropractor?”
One thing to keep in mind, though: In heaven, I’m betting you
won’t be talking to the five chiropractors you meet about insurance
companies, billing hassles, difficult patients, long hours, or making
money. You’ll talk about making a difference, which you will have
— if you’re a good chiropractor.
About the author
Dr. Robert Frieman has been practicing in Maryland since 1990.
He has continuously been and remains a member if the MCA. He
has been involved in personal and professional growth as well as
practice management for nearly two decades. He is now CEO of
Frieman Consulting and is available for private consultations and
practice coaching. Dr. Frieman can be reached at 410-456-4455.

Happy Summer! This is an active time for the PAC. There are many Annapolis legislators having events during the warm weather.
I’d like to thank all of those who support our PAC. The Political Action Committee and legislative committee work with legislators
to protect our practice rights and to secure our future in Maryland. As always, we need interested DCs to attend political fundraising
events and represent us. The PAC is non-partisan, so your participation is welcome regardless of your party preference. If you are
interested in attending some of these events, please let me know. Again, my thanks to Robin Shaivitz and Cas Taylor of
Alexander-Cleaver, Molly Baldwin of the MCA and Marc Cohen of Ober/Kaler for their invaluable assistance.

President
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Dr. Richard Schmitt
Dr. Keith Scott
Governor
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Dr. Lisa Bailes
Dr. John V. DeMaio
Dr. James LeVan
Dr. Michael Liebling
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Senator
($365 - $499)

Dr. Raymond Barry
Dr. Jay Greenstein
Dr. John Kibby

Delegate ($100 - $364)
Dr. Kathryn Alexander
Dr. Reeve Askew
Dr. Greg Belcher
Dr. Chad Blaker
Dr. Keen Blaker
Dr. Chris Brandolini
Dr. Kevin Brown
Dr. Joanne Bushman
Nadine Carrick
Dr. Alcides Carrillo
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Dr. Samuel Charles
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Dr. Louis Crivelli, II
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Dr. Richard Fidanza
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Dr. Eric Fisher
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Dr. Nicole Ganz
Dr. Joel Goldwasser
Dr. Ronald Gillum
Dr. Anthony Hardnett
Dr. Paul Henry
Dr. Lisa Beth Hepfer
Dr. Donald Hirsh
Dr. Brandon Hollenberg
Dr. Eric Huntington
Dr. John Jennings
Dr. Cheryl Kalb
Dr. Jeffrey Kalkstein
Dr. Audie Klingler
Dr. David Koronett
Dr. Howard Lewis
Dr. Steven Lipschutz
Dr. Edwin Lipsitz
Dr. Thomas Lo
Dr. Stewart Loeb
Dr. Steve Mahoney
Dr. Douglas Miller
Dr. Lucinda J. Mitchell

Member ($25-99)
Dr. Eric Horne
Dr. Scott Irrgang
Dr. Daniel Kraus
Dr. Blaise LaVorgna
Dr. Joshua Levin
Dr. Howard Lipman
Dr. Marlene Mahipat
Dr. Deborah Morrone
Dr. Michael Nelson

Dr. Brian Morrison
Dr. William Murphy
Dr. Giuseppe Nunnari
Dr. Brian Paris
Dr. Karen Polichene
Dr. Robert Reier
Dr. Anthony Ricci
Dr. John Ring
Dr. Mark Roberts
Dr. Julie Rosenberg
Dr. Duane R. Sadula
Dr. Scott Samson
Dr. Richard Santangelo
Dr. Thomas Schreppler
Dr. Mark Shulman
Dr. Steven Silverston
Dr. Alan Sokoloff
Dr. David Sortiso
Dr. Jeffrey Wallace
Dr. Ronel Williams
Dr. Juliet Worley
Dr. Maria Yiassemides
Dr. Mahmoud Zai-Shakeri
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Dr. Starr Parsons
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Dr. Thomas Shaw
Dr. Robert Silverman
Dr. Young-Sung Song
Dr. Stephen Wander
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Public Relations Report
By Dr. Adam Fidel
Arthritis Walk

In May, the MCA sponsored the Arthritis Foundation’s Arthritis Walks at three venues throughout Maryland (BelAir, Towson &
Howard County). Doctors, their staffs and patients walked to raise money to help those who suffer with the debilitating effects of
Arthritis. Cumulatively, over a thousand dollars was raised in the name of TEAM Maryland Chiropractic Association. Just as
important, thousands of people attending the walks saw chiropractors at tables representing the profession and answering questions.
I want every Maryland office to think about promoting the walks next May and consider attending. Wouldn’t it be great to see large
masses of participants walking with MCA brightly colored T-shirts saying something like “Chiropractic care helped me with my
Arthritis Pain.” Sponsoring this event places us in front of the public and the medical profession. You can contact me to participate at
410-484-5642 or Fidelchiropractic@comcast.net.

Maryland State Fair

The MCA will again sponsor a booth indoors and need volunteers (both doctors and staff members).
From August 28 to September 7 we will be manning a booth at the State fair and will have doctors and staff members volunteering
for ½ days. Fair passes will be provided. We will schedule on a first come first serve basis. Chiropractic will be represented and back
pack safety for children will be the theme. We will have a SAM machine at the booth for postural screenings when doctors are
present and referrals will be made through the MCA Web site.
Fri. Sat.
8/28 8/29

Sun.
8/30

Mon. Tues.
8/31 9/1

Wed.
9/2

Thurs. Fri.
9/3
9/4

Sat.
9/5

Sun. Mon.
9/6 9/7

Morning Shift
10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Evening Shift
4 p.m. – 10 p.m.
Please contact me regarding your availability at 410-484-5642. Or fax (410-484-5541) this table back with your choice of times and
we will respond with a final schedule. We are also looking for other events. Please forward your thoughts on venues.
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ICA

By Eric Huntington, DC
ICA Maryland Delegate

Report

The ICA Best Practices and
Practice Guidelines Accepted by
National Guideline Clearinghouse

The International Chiropractors Association (ICA) is very
pleased to announce that the landmark 640-page ICA Best
Practices and Practice Guidelines has now been accepted for
inclusion in the National Guideline Clearinghouse (NGC). The
National Guideline Clearinghouse is a comprehensive database of evidence-based clinical practice guidelines and related
documents. NGC is an initiative of the Agency for Health care
Research and Quality (AHRQ), U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services.
This important recognition represents the culmination of a
three-year effort, involving thousands of hours of study, research
and analysis on the part of a team of several dozen doctors of
chiropractic from around the world, chaired by Dr. Don
Harrison. “We are very excited about the ICA Best Practices
being accepted for inclusion by the National Guideline Clearinghouse,” said Dr. Harrison. “To see this ICA Guidelines reach this
point is, indeed, historic. It was no simple feat to produce these
guidelines. I feel this document and its future revisions will benefit thousands of chiropractors for generations to come, as well
as enhance the quality of patient care for countless millions.”
According to the agency’s Web site, www.guideline.gov/, “The
NGC mission is to provide physicians, nurses, and other health
professionals, health care providers, health plans, integrated
delivery systems, purchasers and others an accessible
mechanism for obtaining objective, detailed information on
clinical practice guidelines and to further their dissemination,
implementation and use.” Over 1,400 clinical papers were
reviewed by multiple analysts as a basis for the guidelines
decisions made by the team, more than utilized by any other
guidelines effort in chiropractic’s history.
All levels of evidence were included in an effort to gain a comprehensive and balanced foundation for the guidelines, from the
randomized controlled trial to the individual case report. In addition, the draft document was available for review and comment on
the Internet for nearly a full year, yielding hundreds of comments
and recommendations from doctors of chiropractic worldwide.
“The chiropractic profession owes a tremendous debt of
gratitude to Dr. Don Harrison, Dr. Leonard Siskin, Dr. Deed
Harrison, Dr. Joseph Betz, Dr. Dwight George, Dr. Stepha-
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nie Cheney, Dr. Eric Huntington and many others who devoted
their selfless energy and meticulous attention over a period of
many years to this project,” said ICA President Dr. Gary L.
Walsemann. The Guidelines text has been published in a limited
hardback edition available by contacting ICA at 1-800-423-4690.
The full text of the document will also be available on the NGC
Web site in the coming months.
“The level of professionalism and objectivity that went into this
process is astounding and reflects a commitment to excellence
rare in any professional endeavor,” said Dr. Walsemann. “I
believe we can clearly attribute this exceptionally high standard
to the Guidelines Committee Chair, Dr. Don Harrison.”
Donald D. Harrison, DC, PhD, MSE, received his DC degree
from Western States Chiropractic College in 1979. He
received his MSE (Mechanical Engineering) in 1997 and his PhD
(Mathematics) in 1998, both from the University of Alabama
in Huntsville. He originated CBP Technique in 1980 and is the
author of numerous textbooks and clinical manuals and more than
50 articles in peer-reviewed indexed journals. He has served on
ICA’s Board of Directors and was ICA’s Chiropractor of the Year
in 2006.

Expanded Chiropractic Access for
Veterans Legislation Introduced in
U.S. Senate
Legislation “To amend the Department of Veterans Affairs Health
Care Programs Enhancement Act of 2001 to require the provision
of chiropractic care and services to veterans at all Department of
Veterans Affairs medical centers,” S 1204, was introduced in the
U.S. Senate on June 8, 2009 by Washington Senator Patty
Murray. Senator Murray has fought hard throughout her
Congressional career for the nation’s veterans and has also been a
consistent supporter of chiropractic issues. Her new initiative will
help end an unfair disparity in the availability of chiropractic care
for veterans at a time when the need for chiropractic services has
become urgent. S 1204 sets a deadline of Dec. 31, 2011 for full
inclusion of chiropractic services at all DVA facilities. The bill
was referred to the Senate Committee on Veterans’ Affairs, where
Senator Murray serves as the third ranking Majority Member. For
the full text of the legislation, go to http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/
query/z?c111:S.1204:. “This important Senate initiative is vital
to enhancing the quality and timeliness of care available to our
veterans,” said Dr. Michael McLean,

Co-Chairman of ICA’s Legislative Committee. “S 1204
represents a critical frontier for the veteran and the chiropractic
profession alike and ICA urges every doctor of chiropractic in
the United States to make the passage of this bill a top priority
and personally act today to get their U.S. Senators to sign on as
co-sponsors.” At the present time, the bill has one co-sponsor,
Senator Sam Brownback of Kansas.

many years of service, including the “Chiropractic Educator of
the Year” award in 1987 and 1991, and “Researcher of the Year”
in 1995. He has also been recognized with numerous “Clinical
Science Faculty Awards” from Life Chiropractic College West
and as the “Carl S. Cleveland Jr. Educator of the Year” by the
International Chiropractors Association of California (ICAC)
in 1997.

This new Senate bill also complements the efforts of Rep. Bob
Filner (D-CA) in the U.S. House of Representatives, who has
introduced legislation in the current Congressional session, HR
1017, with comparable goals. Rep Filner has fought for several
years for such expanded coverage, successfully getting this
initiative passed by the House of Representatives in the last
Congress. That effort was not successful in the Senate. “We
hope that Senator Murray’s initiative will help break the logjam
for this initiative on the Senate side,” said Dr. McLean.

“Dr. Murphy’s recognition as ICA’s Chiropractor of the Year
is long over due,” said outgoing ICA President Dr. John K.
Maltby. “Dr. Murphy stands as the most recognized name in
chiropractic internationally. His unselfish dedication to teaching
the scientific principles of chiropractic has done more for the
integrity of our profession than we will ever know. Thanks Dan
for what you have done for all of us who love chiropractic.”

Contact your U.S. Senators today and urge them to co-sponsor S
1204. Tell them how important it is for our veterans to have access
to the unique services only doctors of chiropractic can provide.
Logon or subscribe to www.AdjustTheVote.org, click on
“Current Actions,” click on “Request Co-sponsorship S.1204 ….
Details”, review message and check box under “Take Actions.”
You will be taken to the communication page to send email,
letters and/or faxes, just follow instructions. The correspondence
is prepared for your signature. Do it, TODAY!! Watch ICA’s Web
site at www.chiropractic.org for updates on this vital initiative.

Daniel J. Murphy, DC, FICA,
Honored As ICA’s 2009
Chiropractor of the Year
Dr. Daniel J. Murphy was honored as ICA’s 2009 Chiropractor of the Year at the Association’s 83rd Annual Meeting held in
Washington, D.C. on May 15-16. A long-standing ICA member,
leader and powerful mentor to chiropractors around the world,
Dr. Murphy served as ICA Vice President for the past six years
and has been an active leader, educator and spokesman for
the ICA for several decades. “No one has ever brought more
distinction to the ICA than Dr. Murphy,” said ICA’s 2008 Chiropractor of the Year Dr. Marshall Dickholtz who announced
the award at a gala banquet on May 15. A Distinguished Fellow
of the ICA, Dr. Murphy was the first ICA Lifetime Member
and has received numerous other awards from the ICA over his

An internationally recognized authority in chiropractic spinal
trauma, Dr. Murphy is also an experienced and popular presenter
on a range of clinical topics. He is noted for his skills in
conducting a thorough ongoing scrutiny of the published
literature, and then providing relevant, insightful analyses that he
correlates directly to the science and art of the clinical practice
of chiropractic. Combining coherent, clinically useful updates on
research with practical, relevant case management strategies, Dr.
Murphy supplies doctors of chiropractic and students worldwide
with vital assets for assessing and understanding the
multi-faceted repercussions of tissue injury and repair. He has a
unique gift for helping doctors of chiropractic relate the research
data to hands-on patient care and documentation.
A 1978 magna cum laude graduate of Western States Chiropractic
College, Dr. Murphy serves on the faculty at Life Chiropractic
College West in addition to private practice, and presents
educational seminars for a range of programs around the world.
In 2001, Dan Murphy was chosen by the readers of Dynamic
Chiropractic as the top vote getter in that publication’s “election”
of officers for a theoretical “Virtual Chiropractic Association,”
reflecting the respect and trust the profession has for him.
“Chiropractor of the Year” is ICA’s highest award, created by
ICA’s Founder Dr. BJ Palmer in 1950, and presented annually
to one exceptional individual who has distinguished themselves
throughout their career through extraordinary service to the ICA
and the chiropractic profession.

continued on page 11
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ICA Report
continued from page 9

ICA Calls on
Connecticut’s Attorney
General To Investigate
Anti-Chiropractic
Campaign

Malcolm Professional Center – Office Space Available

Prime Westminster location, professional setting convenient to
major routes. Brick single story with ample parking. Glass
enclosed atria leading to units. Units A/B: 894 sq ft. each. Can
be combined to one large unit. Unit F: 955 sq ft. with waiting
rm/reception; 3 private offices; restroom; storage. 410-377-5226.

The heavily funded and fear-based
anti-chiropractic campaign underway in
Connecticut since the fall of 2003, which
projects a grossly exaggerated and sometimes completely false message about the
risk of stroke from common chiropractic
adjustment, has reached a new and alarming stage. On behalf of its members in
Connecticut, ICA has asked Connecticut
Attorney General Richard Blumenthal to
investigate this program to determine if
state laws prohibiting deceptive and anticompetitive activities are being violated.
The organization calling itself the
“The Chiropractic Stroke Awareness
Group20(CSAG)” has aired television ads
comparable to their billboard and other
print advertisements stating that “Chiropractic adjustments can kill or permanently injure you!” and urging consumers
to call if they have suffered a stroke after
a “chiropractic manipulation” and offering
help. The group claims to have data on
hundreds of chiropractic related injuries
and information on “at least seven deaths”
in the United States, yet never offers any
sources or credible details.
Go to www.jeshaner.com/2009JuneICA.htm
to read the full article.

OOPS!
The MCA accidently mispelled a new
members name in the last issue of the
MCA Journal. We apologize for this error
and would like to welcome Ryu Sang
Kyun to the MCA.
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Panicky Investors Hurt Themselves in the Long Run
By Marc S Schliefer, CFP
The sun will rise tomorrow.
A recent article on Bloomberg.com pointed out that hedge funds
are aggravating the worst market decline in 50 years as they
dump assets to meet investor redemptions and keep lenders at
bay. The story quotes Mohamed El-Erian, Co-Chief Executive
Officer of Pacific Investments, as telling CNBC that, “Even the
really good hedge funds are being forced to sell.”
The good news is... someone is buying.
On the other side of the trade, from
all those people liquidating their
portfolios, are other investors who
are happy to buy. Some are market
timers, others see this as a long-term
buying opportunity.

“

Perhaps a more constructive way to approach recent concerns is
to consider the importance of portfolio rebalancing. Consider a
study by JPMorgan Asset Management. Assuming a hypothetical
portfolio of 50% stocks/50% bonds, using the Lehman Aggregate Bond Index (Fixed Income) and the S&P 500 (Equities), an
allocation on October 9, 2007 to October 23, 2008, has seen the
weighting of stocks decline to only
36%, potentially leaving investors
dramatically underweighted in stocks.
In time, this could hurt investors who
don’t rebalance, as their portfolio
might not be in a position to take
advantage of an eventual rebound.

The world moves on and risk
appetites have a tendency to
reassert themselves.

George Muzea, author of The Vital
Few vs. Trivial Many, looks at the
markets from a different perspective
than most. Here is how he views the current market environment:
• The Vital Few (smart money): Insiders are not buying as
aggressively as they did in the 1974, 1987, and 2002-2003
bottoms. However, there is almost no meaningful selling, always
a sign of value.
• The Trivial Many (reverse indicators): The moods of the media,
friends, and acquaintances are very bearish. The American
Association of Individual Investors is seeing more bears than
it has in 20 years. To Muzea, these reverse indicators keep him
locked in the full buy mode.
Increased nervousness has caused many investors to contemplate
getting out now.
“The way investors do violence to their financial security is to
establish an investment position outside of their actual
tolerance for risk, believing they can manage the risk by
panicking to sell if the market drops lower. As prices drop, poor
investors set an ultimatum for the market by saying, ‘If this thing
loses one more dime, I’m out,’” says portfolio manager John
P. Hussman. “Invariably, the thing will lose that dime and the
investor will get out near the bottom, having taken most of the
losses, but abandoning any prospect for recovery and subsequent
growth,” he adds.
Waiting on a bear market in cash sounds like a great idea but, is
it? A study by consulting firm SEI in 2002 showed what
happened when investors cashed out during a bear market. Those
who waited until the market recovered before getting back in,
jumped in too late and lost out on double-digit gains. Investors who held on throughout the last 12 bear markets gained on
average 32.5% in the following first year and recovered in 1.5
years. Investors who jumped in one week later gained 24.3% and
recovered in 2.5 years. Finally, if you jumped in three months
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too late, the return was 14.8%, and took three years to recover.
Even this down market will end – and, probably, when we least
expect it.

”

In bad times, demand for risky assets
falls. So, the compensation for taking this risk needs to rise to attract
investors. Lower share price relative to fundamentals just means
expected returns may be higher.
Anxiety over the market downturn is understandable. But, we’ve
had crises before. The world moves on and risk appetites have a
tendency to reassert themselves.
The sun will rise tomorrow.
I will be happy to discuss your individual situation to help you
with any part of your financial planning strategies. Feel free to
call me at 301-652-8702 or 1-800-WLTHMAX, you can also
email me at marcs@equityplanning.com.
Marc S Schliefer, CFP® is a registered representative of and
offers securities and advisory services through Lincoln Financial
Securities Corporation, Member SIPC. Lincoln Financial
Securities Corporation is a member of the Lincoln Financial
Group which is the marketing name for Lincoln National
and its affiliates. Lincoln Financial Securities Corporation and
their representatives do not offer tax advice. Please see your
personal tax professional regarding your individual circumstances.
*The opinions voiced in this material are for general information
only and are not intended to provide specific advice or
recommendations for any individual. To determine which
investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your financial
advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is
historical and is no guarantee of future results. All indices are
unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

ACA Update
By Audie Klingler, DC - ACA Maryland Delegate
The time is here! The opportunity of a generation to challenge
some of the long standing issues beleaguering our profession.
Prevention...Wellness...Fee parity...Anti-discrimination statutes,
Full scope medicare. These are just a few of our issues up for
debate in D.C. Historically, when given the chance to compete
on a level playing field our profession shines. Along the same
lines historically the way we get there is through grass roots.
The ACA has set up Chirovoice.org. Yet, many docs have not
asked patients to sign up. We have 23,000 but it should be
100,000. Please take time today to get
your patients involved. The senate is
marking up legislation this week and the
house in a few weeks. President Obama
wants a bill on his desk by the fall. We
can shape our future. It is said “Inaction
has as significant of an impact as action.”

ACA Responds to May OIG Report
In a response released, the American Chiropractic Association
(ACA) questioned the findings and recommendations outlined in
a May 2009 report released by the Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Inspector General (OIG), noting the
methods used by the OIG may have resulted in an overestimate of
inappropriate claims.
Go to www.acatoday.org/press_css.cfm?CID=3445 to read the
full article.

Are You Being
Restricted?
Any doctors who continue to be restricted from performing examinations,
therapeutic modalities or referring federal employee patients for other services,
including diagnostic and physical or
occupational therapy services, should
contact the ACA Insurance Relations
Department by
e-mailing Insinfo@acatoday.org.

Senate Legislation
Introduced to Expand
Chiropractic Benefit
Within VA Health Care
System
The American Chiropractic Association
(ACA) and the Association of Chiropractic Colleges (ACC) today commended
Sen. Patty Murray, D-Wash., for
introducing legislation in the U.S. Senate
designed to fully integrate chiropractic as
a covered service within the
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)
health care system.
Go to www.acatoday.org/press_css.
cfm?CID=3450 to read the full article.
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Why Dry Needling?
By Dr. David Fishkin, DC, MPH

The Myofascial Trigger point and tender point that we have
all known and treated has been hiding right beneath our nose
under the wrong name. I would advocate it should be re-named
the “peripheral soft tissue subluxation.” Just as John Faye
created a new paradigm for the subluxation, by introducing my
generation to the subluxation complex era through the Motion
Palpation Institute in the 1980’s, the myofascial trigger point
and tender point is worthy of a similar paradigm shift.
Over the last ten years, the knowledge and experience we have
gathered regarding trigger points, or peripheral soft tissue
subluxation, has allowed us to see that it is directly related to,
influencing and influenced by the central spinal subluxation
that we know so well. The peripheral soft tissue subluxation
is a reflection of the nervous system’s activity and behavior.
It also directly drives and influences nervous system behavior
both locally and systemically. The central subluxation
complex that resides in our spine is intertwined with the
peripheral subluxation complex. Because treating the central
subluxation complex does not always remove all the interference necessary to restore homeostatic balance, treatment of the
peripheral soft tissue subluxation must also be considered in
order to restore overall balance to the system.
The question then arises how best to treat the soft tissue. We
have been treating these formations for a very long time with
many different approaches. The effectiveness of Dry Needling
has been gaining attention over the last several years. Why
is this approach so important? Is it any better than electrical
muscle stimulation that has been used for decades or
ultrasound, Nimmo, Graston etc? The answer is yes, because
the direct disruption of the myofascial trigger and tender
point by Dry Needling causes a rapid improvement in muscle
physiology and function that no other modality achieves. It
also causes cord and brain responses that are unique. Needle
penetration is the most effective means to achieve measurably
improved clinical outcomes in both time and duration. This
technique supports all chiropractic techniques regardless of
what technique you use. Since most Chiropractic techniques
are osseous and synovial joint complex focused, this technique
complements them perfectly and will
support non-force techniques quite well.
Current research, clinical trials, case
studies and my own personal experience
all attest to the power of dry needling.
Dry Needling is well reimbursed by
insurance companies. Even if our health
care system moves to global-fee or
bundled service basis, Dry Needling is a
smart tool. It is time efficient, clinically
successful, and less strenuous on the provider then other forms of treatment. So
you see, when limited by reimbursement,
it makes even more sense to choose
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treatment options that bring about a faster longer lasting response.
Consider how you will position yourself in the changing health
care environment. The federal government and Medicare are
focusing on outcome measures and “comparative
effectiveness.” They want to know how efficient and effective
we are in dispensing care. The more diagnostic and treatment
tools we have at the ready, the more successful we will be at
helping our patients and at maneuvering through the system on
behalf of our patients and our practice.
Recently, Chiropractors with PT privileges were able to expand
their scope of practice to include Dry Needling in the State of
Maryland in part because of my efforts and those of the MCA.
Please don’t waste this newly acquired right. Opportunities to
gain treatment and diagnostic options are few and far between.
You paid dearly in time and money to become a chiropractor,
don’t let others by intention or ignorance dictate your future.
For the younger practitioner looking to incorporate cutting edge
technique-this is it. For the older practitioner seeking to ease the
physical strain, Dry Needling can add energy to your practice
life.
This technique is a natural practice builder. You don’t have to pay
ongoing fees. Once trained, you own it for your lifetime of practice. Patients who respond better refer better than any other marketing plan you have. Whether making house calls, sports field
calls or battlefield calls, this technique is an indispensable tool.
We now have the knowledge we need to come full circle and
create a very integrated model of the dynamic subluxation complex to include both the spinal subluxation and the peripheral
soft tissue subluxation. Dry needling is the technique necessary
to tie the model together. I hope you will consider becoming a
pioneer in shifting this paradigm and become trained and
proficient in Dry Needling. For more information, visit
TheCenterForLowBackPain.com.

Classifieds

To place a classified ad in the MCA Journal please contact Molly Baldwin at 410-625-1155 or mollybaldwin@assnhqtrs.com.
DC Looking to be Hired - I am looking for an associate position or office coverage. DC/PT license PT/FT. Several years experience
in wellness and PI offices, available immediately. Contact Dr. Jai at 410-419-1440 or 443-919-5733. (8/09)
Chiropractic Assistant/Front Desk - F/T employment - Fells Point area. Please fax resume to 410-675-3903 or email
kimw@baltimorebackpainclinic.com. (10/09)
Chiropractic Assistant (C.A.) Wanted - New office on Kent Island (2 min. over the Bay Bridge) seeking PT Chiropractic Assistant.
Long term, FT employment is a possibility. Please fax resume to 443-249-3199 or email LBaker05@msn.com. (7/09)
Part Time Chiropractor Wanted - Chiropractor needed three afternoons a week for practice in Prince George’s County. PT
privileges required. Fax resume to 703-905-4318. (9/09)
Associate Wanted - Full time chiropractor needed with PT privileges. We are located in the northern part of Baltimore in Hampden.
Wellness and family practice that is growing and expanding. Please contact Dr. Michael Dorn at 410-662-4476 or email
Hampdenchiro@aol.com. (10/09)
Associate Wanted - Full time supervisory DC with PT privileges needed to join practice in Nottingham, MD. Base salary with
incentives: bonus, paid malpractice insurance, license renewal, CE. Call 410-256-8511, fax resume 410-256-1810 or email
pabosh@potomacpain-center.com. (9/09)
Associate Wanted - Chiropractor wanted for Delaware office. Very close to the MD border. Excellent pay, bonus and benefits. If
interested please email resume to info@healthcarerc.com. (7/07)
Associate Wanted - Busy practice in Frederick, MD is seeking a licensed Maryland chiropractor with PT privileges. Excellent pay
and benefits. Please fax 301-620-8568 or email springridgechiro@aol.com, resume. (7/09)
Associate Wanted - Baltimore County: Full time, must have PT license. Salary plus bonus. Includes MCA dues, malpractice, health,
retirement plan, educational credits. Call Dr. Goldwasser @ 410-484-6718 or e-mail carneychiropracticcenterllc@verizon.net. (8/09)
Associate Wanted - Full time supervisory DC with PT privileges needed to cover multi-offices as well as having a “home” office
within the same organization. Base salary with incentives offered. Call 301-434-6932/301-585-3200 or fax resume 301-434-6986
for more information. (8/09)
Associate Wanted - Gaithersburg, MD. Sole practitioner for established (20 yrs.) practice. Silding pay scale with unltd. top-end
potential. Need exc. adj. skills, people skills + work ethic. Exc. support staff in place. Dr. Steven Clark at (w) 443-637-4936, (cell)
301-351-5706, or drclark6@comcast.net. (8/09)
Associate Wanted - Seeking a PT or FT associate w/ PT privileges in the Baltimore area. For more information call 443-962-9722
or send resume to smahoney8@yahoo.com. (7/09)
Associate Wanted - Germantown, MD - Seeking a FT associate w/ PT privileges. Must have good manual adjusting skills. Potential
for buyout or partnership. Send resumes to drkpdc@verizon.net or fax to 301-353-9435. (7/09)
Associate Wanted - Alexander Chiropractic Center is looking for a full-time associate with P.T. privileges to work in our beautiful
Solomons Island, MD location. Very professional and fast paced office. We offer great benefits. Please fax resume to 301-866-0044. (3/10)
Associate Wanted - Great opportunity for Chiropractor in well established Rehab Wellness Center located in Columbia, Maryland.
Unique and excellent opportunity. Fax resume to 410-510-1200. (8/09)
Associates/Partners/Independent Contractors Wanted - Expanding multi-DC clinic in Baltimore. Large organized family
practice looking for chiropractors to treating patients or doing exclusively exams/consults. Full or part time. Additional clinic
location planned for this year. Contact Dr. Huntington at 443-524-6604 or drerichuntington@aol.com. (5/10)
Chiropractic Office Coverage - Licensed, experienced and insured DC with PT privileges. Please contact at 410-901-2903 or
dredachiro@bcctv.net. (8/09)
Chiropractic Office Coverage - Want a break? Need a break? Whatever the reason, leave your practice in capable hands. 1998
Palmer graduate with 5 years clinic ownership experience. Licensed DC with P.T. privileges ready to help. Call Dr. Gary Amaral at
410-365-6891 or email ahcps@verizon.net. (3/10)

continued on next page
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Classifieds
continued from page 15

Chiropractic Office Coverage - Licensed DC with supervisory PT privileges. 15 years experience in Maryland, NCMIC insured.
Multiple references and techniques. Kurt W. Hassel DC, C.C.S.P. 443-939-PAIN (7246), drkurt2@yahoo.com. (7/09)
Chiropractic Office Coverage - “Dedicated to excellent service for you and your patients.” Supervisor/PT/Laser. Insured, Exp/Lic
since 1986, highly skilled w/multi-techniques. Great refs. Will travel. Call Dr. Joe Nunnari now to reserve fall+winter dates at
240-731-0264 or drjoe.dc@verizon.net. (9/09)
Office Space to Share - Silver Spring/Wheaton: Lower your overhead expenses by subleasing/sharing medical office space.
Luxurious penthouse suite with 3,200 sq. ft., 7 tx rooms and surgery center. Equipment and staff available. Call: 301-949-3668. (8/09)
Office Space to Share - Share office space in Arnold, Md. with opportunity to buy in. Call 410-353-7626 or email
deebackdoc@aol.com. (7/09)
Practice for Sale - Northern VA, 9 year old practice for sale. Well-located, easy access, price of starting from scratch, Dr. relocating
out of state. Call 571-277-1550 or atcdc@hotmail.com. (8/09)
Practice for Sale - Practice for Sale with Commercial Real Estate in Baltimore County. Over 50 years old family practice, owner
retiring. Call Sam Reader at 480-575-7248. (8/09)
Equipment For Sale - X-Ray Machine / Processor - Complete system - Pristine Condition / Low usage Bennett High Frequency
300se Orthopedic 4 way float top/high low X-ray. Many extras included: Email: Mail@drcornfield.com or call Larry at
301-585-2225. Inventory / specs list available. (7/09)
Equipment for Sale - Myo-Logic MSM 7000 Range of Motion and Muscle Strength Diagnostic tool. $2,500 OBO. Call
410-456-5326. (8/09)

Documentation for our Future
By Jay Greenstein, DC

As many of you might be aware of, the Office of the Inspector General report on “Inappropriate Medicare Payments for Chiropractic
Services” came out recently. Needless to say, the results were horrific. Medicare inappropriately paid $178,000,000 in 2006, representing 47% of all claims meeting their study criteria. Of that total, $46 million was paid because the services were undocumented.
Further, a whopping 83% of the claims in the study failed to meet Medicare’s documentation criteria. Recently a major carrier
performed audits on Doctors of Chiropractic throughout the country. Again, millions of dollars were paid on services whereby the
documentation was either illegible and/or the services billed were not documented appropriately or at all. So, the question is, how do
we fix this problem in Maryland? I would suggest a four step process using the acronym TACT:
1. Training – There are MANY association-sponsored seminars on coding and documentation compliance. Understand the
documentation requirements and train your billing staff on the following:
a. Your state practice act.
b. Your private insurance contracts – whether or not you are a provider, you are still required to abide by their
documentation requirements.
c. Federal guidelines for Medicare.
2. Auditing – One week a month, have your billing manager review your documentation and “audit” your notes against the codes
that you billed. The checklist could look something like:
a. Is it legible?
b. Are all dates of services present?
c. Are all codes documented per state/insurance/federal regulations?
3. Correction Plan – what needs to be done to correct the mistakes so they don’t continue to happen? Take action to fix the reasons
why your documentation is not meeting the minimum standard requirements.
4. Training – continue your training to keep up with the latest requirements.
One thing to consider is moving to an Electronic Health Record. The Federal Government has a mandate on having Electronic
Health Records in the coming years and you could qualify for financial assistance to implement them in your practice. Investment in
technology is just that, it’s an investment in your future.
No one is perfect and we all make mistakes. That being said, efforts in improving your documentation to meet the appropriate
guidelines will not just save you in a retrospective audit, it may just save your license.

